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1 of 1 review helpful Lots of Good Emotional Stuff By Guardsix I keep giving these books high ratings although I 
rsquo m getting a little ticked off at the author He rsquo s got this hero guy wallowing in the death of his fianc eacute 
while he rsquo s now got a whole unit to worry about He rsquo s also becoming a full fledged wimp almost coming 
out of it during the latter part of the book He rsquo s taking way too muc It is March of 0012 and change is on the 
horizon President Carl Pauling nears retirement Nightman control of Novosibirsk is reaching new heights And in the 
depths of The Machine a revelation about the Alien War has put the Fourteenth on a collision course with the truth 
Embarking on a mission that threatens the very fabric of the war Scott and his comrades seek to reveal an enemy far 
more dangerous than any they ve faced on the battlefield Far more sinister than About the Author Born and raised in 
Cajun country Lee Stephen spent his childhood paddling pirogues through the marshes of South Louisiana When he 
wasn t catching bullfrogs or playing with alligators in the bathtub both true he was escaping to the world of 
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